WE GET TOGETHER
which life becomes extinct.   Possibly a resulrected
fiend. . . . "
Adfele was out of the Rolls and had opened the
Lowland's door.
"My darling," she cried. "But how dreadful!
You look like a ghost."
I fancy I did, When the car which is playing
pilot maintains an average speed of forty-five mite
an^hour, when the weather is hot and dry and the roads
have never been tarred—after twenty minutes or so
one goes poudrS,
"Unpleasant," said I, "but inevitable." I slid
from my seat to the ground. " Now you know why I
made you go in the Rolls. But it looks much worse
than it is. Why did you stop ?"
" To view the promised land." She took my arm
and led me to a gap in the hedge. " You see that
village ? And, slightly below and beyond it, that
scrap of a house ? Weil, that's our lair."
" It's lovely to look at/* said I.   And so it was.
Three miles away, across a valley, the white-walled
inn lay safe in a little dell on the slope of a hill. This,
then, rose, fresh and green, about three of its sides,
while the fourth stood back from a road and, beyond
this, a placid stream, spanning which I could see two
bridges of old, grey stone. The valley was plainly
rich—square upon square of wheat and maize and
pasture, and sleepy barns and miniature yokes of
oxen und bottles of hay tied up in squares of sackcloth
which tiny figures were bearing upon their backs.
Straggling schools of toy cows argued the course of
lanes which we could not see, and orderly ranks of
poplars were painting neighbouring meadows with
regular stripes of shadow, clear-cut and soft and vivid
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